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Prologue

The above Table of Contents contains the list of major questions posed in the survey for which we

provide results in the following set of charts. These are all hyperlinked so reader can easily skip to

the question of most interest and then back to the ToC.

Survey results are presented in aggregate form, so no single individual is identifiable. In addition

to the direct tabulations and graphs of survey results we also provide our analysis of results and

their implications and impact.

In addition to a summary of results to each of the direct survey questions we also provide cross-

question analysis where we compare responses to a single question versus responses to other

questions to identify further insightful information. We believe we have captured the important

cross-correlations.



Introduction

Macrosoft is a leader in providing professional technical services for client’s Customer

Communication Management (CCM) needs using the Quadient Inspire Platform. We work in 3

major areas: Design and Development of new Inspire applications; Migration of assets and

workflows from other CCM platforms to Quadient; and technical support of existing Quadient

applications.

As a result of this expertise, Macrosoft conducted the first annual base CCM industry best

practices survey and published two white papers in April 2021.

https://www.macrosoftinc.com/ccmsurvey2021/  

https://www.macrosoftinc.com/ccm-survey-ai-vs-non-ai/

Following this success of last year, we conducted an industry trends survey during the first two

weeks of March 2022. The survey was conducted using SurveyMonkey with 11 multiple-choice

questions. The survey does not address CCM technology choices, so our work as a Quadient

partner does not introduce a systemic bias.

Requests to complete the survey were distributed to our client contact list of 7,320 CCM

professionals. Additionally, survey requests were published in three select CCM user groups.

Customer Communications Management (CCM)

Quadient (GMC, Neopost) Networking and Discussion Group

Quadient and Inspire User Group

A total of 253 individuals from more than 88 identified companies participated in the survey. 99%

of the participants stated that they have CCM solution. Survey completion rate is above 90%.

Based on the diverse group that was requested to complete the survey, the robust responses

across multiple companies and industries, and the high full survey completion percentage there is

strong reliability in survey results.  

We perform an annual survey of the CCM industry, although the questions do evolve over time.

Questions about this survey can be directed to John Kullmann, VP, Technical Solutions

Macrosoft, Inc, jkullmann@macrosoftinc.com.

Macrosoft is prepared to provide an industry expert who can present these results as requested

to industry user groups.

This paper provides a result for all direct questions in the survey and a comparison with the

respond we got last year. A copy of the Questionnaire is available on the Macrosoft web site.
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Summary of Key Insights from Survey

We see more companies are transitioning from having separate CCM platforms to a single

cross-channel, integrated CCM platform.

Originations are trying to avoid ‘one size fits all’ batch approach to communicate with their

customers. Trends are to communicate on the channel desired by a customer, at the time

and in the format desired by the customer.

For many companies, the major CCM platform migration impediment is that their current

system is too tightly integrated with other applications.

There are those who perceive the tremendous importance and the major benefits of CCM

supercharged with AI as well as the major challenges the industry faces, and there are those

that do not feel the benefits or challenges are very important.

More and more companies are now doing all CCM work internally except for the actual

printing services.

It’s good practice for organizations to carefully analyze ROI when integrating CCM, not just

ROI as a company but across all departments to make sure optimal usage of the CCM

platform.

Document Customer touchpoints and select targeted customer are reported to be the two

most common use cases for customer journey mapping in CCM platform.

In the following sections, we will take a closer look at individual survey questions and provide

detailed analysis and our observation.
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Does Your CCM System Have the Nuance of A "Create

Once And Reuse Many" Methodology?

Survey Findings

60% of participants have a single development CCM platform that enables multiple

communication channels.  This is defined as creating communication within a single platform but

delivering it and reusing it across multiple business functions, channels, and devices. This includes

for example template development for print with reuse for digital delivery.  40% of participants

indicated their company has separate CCM silos. Thus, these companies need to develop separate

creativity for each delivery channel.

Data Trend

Participants having single CCM platform increase from 50% in 2021 to 60% in 2022, while those

who have separate platforms drops from 48% in 2021 to 40% this year.

Analysis

The industry is heading in the right direction with over half of the company having single CCM

Platforms. We also see this number increase significantly compared to 2021, which means more

companies are transitioning to single platform CCM. We expect to see this trend in the coming

years. On the other hand, those companies with multiple CCM platforms are doing significantly

more work as each communication type needs to be developed by (separate) designer teams. It

also introduces compliance risks of nonmatching results based on the delivery channel. Having

separate communication CCMs means more overall work, less message coordination, more inertia

in work processes, and greater risk of mis-messaging.

There is the best opportunity in the marketplace for use of dynamic communications being

delivered to the audience across print PDF, web delivery, text message, fax, and other delivery

mechanisms. Companies not yet developing in this fashion have a tremendous opportunity for

rationalization of development effort and consolidation of creative platforms. This distinction in

survey respondents between separate and single communication CCM plays in dramatic fashion in

many crosstab results shown below.

60%

40%

Single communication development with multiple

delivery options
60%

Separate communication silos for di�erent

delivery alternatives
40%
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Integrated

Stand Alone

No Messaging

Don't Know

1%

30%

4%

3%

34%

7%

32%

4%

5%

31%

37%

12%

11%

38%

12%

39%

10%

9%

38%

9%

31%

30%

52%

32%

30%

29%

29%

67%

32%

35%

31%

28%

33%

27%

24%

25%

29%

20%

25%

25%

Live Chats

Email 

Automated Chatbots  

Interactive Web Pages   

Texts / SMS    

In-bound Contact Center     

Out-bound Contact Center      

Printed Mail Documents       

Social Media        

Video Call Systems         

100%90%80%70%60%50%40%30%20%10%0%

Are The Following Systems Integrated Cross

Platform or Stand Alone?

Survey Findings

Participants were asked to identify, for each of the 10 different communication platforms

identified if their company had integrated messaging or standalone messaging. Averaging across

all 10 platforms, 27% of respondents indicated they are cross-platform (integrated) whereas 37%

are stand-alone. The lowest integration percentage was identified for printed mail documents.

Data Trend

Average integrated rate increased from 26% last year to 27%, and the average standalone rate

decreased from 49% to 37%.

Analysis

We see a slight increase for companies integrating their CCM platform but a huge decrease in the

standalone functions. Taken together with the observation we found in the previous question, the

two sets of results both indicate companies are moving towards integrating all communication to

a single cross-platform channel to track and optimize customer journey maps.

In today’s world, customer expectations are, they contact the company, the service rep will know

what interactions have already happened and what is the status of the issue. The customer wants

to have seamless interactions across website chat, call centers, printed information, social media,

and video call systems. Companies who invest in knowing the customer journey map are going to

win more clients and retain and grow the clients they already have. So cross-channel, integrated

communications is the logical way to proceed for the foreseeable future.
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Batched Communication

On-Demand Communication

Interactive Communication

Triggered Communication

We do not have a CCM platform

6%

26%

77%

45%

25%

80706050403020100

What Types of Communications Do You Use Your

CCM Platform For?

Survey Findings

Users can select “all that apply” for this question. They were asked whether they have batch

communications or communications that embody on-demand, interactive, or automated-triggered

delivery methods. 25% of respondents indicated batch communications. 45% have on-demand

communications 77% have interactive communications and 26% have triggered communications.

Data Trend

Last year we conduct the same questions allowing the participants to only make one choice, we

found out that 19% of companies have batched communications as their main method. This year

we see 25%. This doesn’t mean an increase in percentage as participants can select “all that

apply”.

Analysis

This year we see a quarter of companies having batched communications available as one of the

communication methods. We expect to see a decline in the ‘one size fits all’ batch approach and

further movement towards individual relationship-rich communications that are on-demand,

interactive, and/or triggered.  These approaches permit an organization to tailor messaging to the

individual at the time the customer wants the interaction and via the channel preferred by the

customer. This introduces a tremendous increase in the complexity of communications but at the

same time offers outstanding opportunities for better and more lasting customer relationships to

be built.

Organizations that can communicate on the channel desired by a customer, at the time and in the

format desired by the customer are going to be the ones where deep relationships are built.
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Very Important

Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important

Don't Know

28%

4%

2%

29%

29%

3%

33%

6%

9%

33%

9%

4%

33%

7%

11%

41%

19%

14%

14%

12%

35%

27%

26%

24%

24%

35%

24%

25%

28%

20%

22%

24%

18%

28%

Integrated Communications

Increased E�ciency 

Increased Consistency  

Less Customer Confusion   

Improved Branding    

Improved Compliance     

More Happy Customers      

100%80%60%40%20%0%

What Bene�ts Are Most Important to You With

E�ective Customer Communication Management?

Survey Findings

The top three choices with important benefits are “increased consistency”, “integrated

communications”, and “improved compliance”. Meanwhile many participants chose Not Important

for “improved branding”, “more happy customers”, and “less customer confusion”, making them

the least three important benefits.

Data Trend

The top three important benefits remain the same – “increased consistency”, “integrated

communications”, and “improved compliance”.

Analysis

Even though the most important benefits stayed the same, last year those who considered these

benefits to be important, if not very important, were clearly the vast majority. This year the

average rating for this number drops considerably. This indicates the ever-changing and fast-

growing CCM industry values more benefits than those we listed above this year.
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Major Impediment

Impediment

Small Impediment

Not an Impediment

Don't Know

2% 2%

33%
30%

2%

35% 35%

5%

5%

6%

20%
16% 14% 19%

14%

27%

26%
31% 27%

59%

16%
21%

17% 19% 19%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Unsure what is the

best CCM platform to

move to

Project being too long

or di�cult 

Lack of quali�ed

teams  

Lack of �nancial

bene�t   

Current systems too

tightly integrated    

What Is Preventing Moving to An Omnichannel

CCM Platform?

Survey Findings

A total of 78% of respondents identified that the current systems are too tightly integrated with

other company applications being an impediment. 35% of respondents consider both unsure what

CCM platform to move to and project being too long or difficult not an impediment.

Analysis

This is a new question for this year’s survey aim to capture the main migration impediments for

the CCM platform. Many companies continue to maintain multiple or legacy outdated CCM

applications, we want to see what is preventing moving to an omnichannel CCM platform. Based

on the observation, the number one reason is current systems are too tightly integrated with

other company applications. More than a third of the companies don’t think unsure about what

platform to move to is a impediment. Also, about a third of the companies don’t consider project

length and difficulty being a major concern preventing them from migration to modern CCM

platform.
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Very Important

Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important

Don't Know

29%
32%

0%

30% 30%

4%

7%
4%

7%

6% 6%

33%

14%
17%

44%

15%
13% 11%

36%
27%

33%
29%

28%
27%

14%

20%
16%

20%
23%

25%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Legacy product

reaches end of

life

Avoiding

duplicate license

expense 

Support team

work on fewer

technologies  

Current

application lacks

scalability   

Requirement for

better security    

Improved

functionality of

the new system     

What Is the Importance of The Following Factors

for Migrating O� a Legacy CCM Platform?

Survey Findings

Across all factors, the average rate for Very important and important combined versus the rate for

Somewhat important, not important and I don’t know combined is even. Both at 50%.

Analysis

This is a new question for this year’s survey to find out key factors driving companies to

consolidate a single omnichannel CCM platform. The result surprisingly shows an even split

between the two parties. Half the companies consider the 5 factors to be important and the other

either disagree or have not put too much thought into these factors. This is shown as about 30%

of the respondents chose, I don’t know for 4 of the 6 questions.
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Pay CCM Costs

Bene�t from CCM

Both pay from CCM

Neither pay or bene�t

Don't Know

34%

2%

29%

3%

2%

12%

38%

4%

36%

34%

17%

13%

24%

16%

14%

35%

26%

28%

27%

30%

2%

21%

15%

18%

20%

Operations

Technology (IT) 

Sales  

Marketing   

Social Media    

100%80%60%40%20%0%

Indicate How The Following Functions Contribute To

Or Bene�t From CCM Activities At Your Organization

Survey Findings

In terms of paying CCM costs, IT has the most votes at 21%. Both Operations and Social Media ties

at 30% votes saying they are benefiting from CCM. Sales have the most votes 24% for both pay

and benefit from CCM.  Meanwhile, IT, Marketing, and Social Media get above 35% votes on

neither pay or benefit from CCM.

Analysis

This is a new question for this year’s survey. In many companies the functions that pay for CCM

often differ from the functions that benefit from CCM. The results show a variety of opinions on

who’s paying and who’s benefiting. This could be caused by companies from different industries

with their different use cases for CCM platform.

The result also put out a reminder that it’s necessary for organizations to carefully analyze ROI

when integrating CCM, not just ROI as a company but across all departments to make sure optimal

usage of the CCM platform.
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Printing and mailing done externally

and all other done in-house (142)
56%

In-house (53) 21%

Outsourced (43) 17%

We are a print service provider (13) 5%

Don't Know (1) 1%

56%

21%
17%

5%

1%

Are Your Communications Produced and Distributed by An

Outsource Partner Like A Print Company, Or Do You Do

That In-House?

Survey Findings

Total of 77% of respondents develop their CCM assets, and communication workflows in house,

although 56% of those then send the completed communications to an external print vendor for

delivery to the recipient. 17% completely outsource the communication development and delivery

process to third party vendors. 4% of survey participants self-identify as print service providers.

Data Trend

Total percent of companies develop keep CCM assets increased from 73% to 77% and those who

then seek external print vendor also increase from 48% last year to 56%.

Analysis

The result confirms our two expectations last year that the percent of companies doing all CCM

work in-house (except printing) will continue to grow over time and in house printing will continue

to decline.

Combined with two years of survey data, it is clear most respondents are now doing all CCM work

internally except for the actual printing services, and a quarter of the respondents indicate their

company is still doing the print service in-house. In our view, these survey results essentially

confirm the standard industry business model.

Companies that completely outsource communications development and implementation are in

the minority (17%). In our opinion, these companies are missing an opportunity to ensure optimal

messaging and to monitor that precise compliance is followed. CCM communications need to be

developed and enhanced in-house. Use of an external print delivery provider is common.
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10%

37%

44%

35%

22%

13%

20%

42%

60%

54%

31%

6050403020100

Create Client Personas

Select Target Customers

Document Customer Touch Points

Identify Customer Actions

Display CX Analytics

Prioritizing Customer Communication

Initiatives

Document All Resources

Map Current States

Map Future States

Visualization

Not Using

If You Are Using Customer Journey Mapping Within

Your CCM Operations, How Are You Using It?

Survey Findings

We listed 10 use cases for customer journey mapping and the top 5 ways companies are using

customer journey are:

Documenting Customer Touch Points at 60%.

Selecting Target Customer at 54%.

Map Future State at 44%.

Identify Customer Actions at 42%. and

Customer Journey Mapping Visualization at 37%

Analysis

Last year we were very surprised and excited to find out 54% of participants today are performing

customer journey maps and another 31% are beginning to explore but have not yet implemented

it. This year we asked for those who are using customer journey mapping. How would they use it.

The result shows over half of the users chose to track customer touchpoints and select target

customers. This helps the service rep know what interactions have already happened and what is

the status of the issue.

Another good sign is that 37% of companies use visualizations for customer journey mapping. This

helps to pinpoint a clear picture on all your interactions with the customer to create seamless

transactions and services.
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Very Signi�cant

Signi�cant

Somewhat Signi�cant

Not Signi�cant

Don't Know

0%

29%

7%

2%

1%

31%

3%

10%

32%

7%

4%

22%

47%

14%

14%

32%

29%

22%

31%

59%

24%

17%

15%

20%

19%

Piecemeal

Redundant 

Outdated  

Disparate   

Ine�cient    

100%90%80%70%60%50%40%30%20%10%0%

What Are the Most Signi�cant Challenges In Your Customer

Communications Management Process/Systems?

Survey Findings

Inefficient: For example, similar content from two different departments comes out to be the most

significant CCM Challenges with 78% selecting Very significant and Significant. The second most

significant challenge is 56% total for Piecemeal: Departments use different technologies or

systems to communicate with customers. On the other hand, a total of 57% of respondents rated

outdated to be somewhat significant or not significant. The second-ranking is Disparate with a

total of 46% respondents chose somewhat significant or not significant. On average about 40% of

participants rated these 5 CCM challenges as only somewhat significant or not significant.

Data Trend

The average percentage of somewhat significant or not significant is the same as last year at

about 40%. Total percentage of very significant and significant for inefficient raise from 57% to

78% while Outdated: use outdated and inefficient systems, same as last year, get the most votes

for somewhat significant or not significant.

Analysis

We see companies value ineffective as a more significant CCM Challenge this year.  This could

suggest that there are rising concerns with sending similar content from two different

departments to your customer. Meanwhile outdated is still considered to be the least significant

by most companies.

We again see average of 40% of who rate these 5 challenges as only somewhat significant or not

significant at all. This could be because of two reasons:

Companies find themselves in a very protected industry sector, or more likely

These are companies that feel they have already conquered these challenges.

This shows a good number of companies are having success with their CCM platform without

hitting too many challenges.
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Conclusion

Allen Shapiro

(914) 930-9774

ashapiro@macrosoftinc.com

MACROSOFT INC

2 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ 07054

www.macrosoftinc.com

https://www.facebook.com/Macrosoftinc https://twitter.com/macrosoft_inc https://www.linkedin.com/company/macrosoft

That concludes our summary of results from the 2022 Survey of CCM Industry Trends, conducted during the first

two weeks of March.  We summarize our findings in the Key Insights section at page 5 of the report.

As noted, we plan to conduct this survey on an annual basis, which will bring a lot of new contexts to the

responses as we see how the survey responses evolve over time.

Contact Us
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